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uccessful archery requires aiming skill. If you use a sighting
device then you must also
incorporate sighting skills with your
aiming skills. You need these skills to
complete your shooting form steps
and you need good shooting form to
better implement aiming and sighting skills. It takes a complete package
all blended together to enable you to
reach your scoring potential in
archery. And it doesn’t matter if you’re
shooting the Vegas Tournament, 3-D
World Championships or hunting
deer in a nearby woodlot.
As an archery retailer, you may
hear most of your customers say, “I
wish I could aim better!” so here’s
your answer for them. Following are
the necessary form ingredients it
takes to aim better. Please note that at
no time do I discuss aiming “perfect”
because trying to aim perfect builds
unwanted muscle tension that
defeats one’s purpose of hitting the
target center. In fact, good form
enables you to be relaxed while aiming and that’s how you aim better and
score highest.
Your job as a pro shop owner or
manager is to teach those motivated
customers how to improve their body
position, conditioning and focus.
These ingredients once practiced and
developed will lead archers to have a
more stable and relaxed body position that results in better aiming.

Aiming Better

Aiming is the act of acquiring and
maintaining visual contact with the
intended target spot.
Sighting occurs when you
involve a reference device(s) like a
sight pin, arrow point, scope and/or
a peep sight within your aiming.
To do it right you should always
begin aiming before sighting and
continue it into your followthrough well after the sight pin has
left your view. I train myself and
teach my students to visually
acquire the center of the target in
Step 5 of their form, that’s before
they raise their bow. Acquisition is
then followed by constant visual
contact throughout the remainder
of your form steps until the arrow
impacts the target.
Sighting begins later when the
archer reaches full draw position.
Sighting begins when the bow sight
slides into view in front of the
archer’s eye and is placed in line

with the archer’s line of sight to the
target center.
While maintaining visual focus
on the target spot you must raise and
draw your bow. You should be able to
draw and settle into full draw position
without losing visual contact with the
spot. If your bow’s draw weight is too
heavy to allow this then lower the
draw weight. If you lose visual contact
with the middle for any reason you’ll
need to make some changes.
Once you reach your full draw
position you must slide your sight
device into your primary view of the
target spot. Don’t look to the sight and
then try to reacquire the spot, as this
tends to realign your body away from
your aiming line. Just slide the sight
into your established eyesight aiming
line.
Now you’re aiming and sighting.
You have both your body and your
bow unit synchronized. You are visually, physically and mentally focused

AIMING AND SIGHTING:
There’s a difference between aiming and sighting. Aiming begins first.
Sighting joins the aiming process
after you get to full draw. Here’s a pair
of definitions for you.
BOW ARM: Let the bones of your bow
arm resist the force of the bow by putting
them in line. This allows most of your arm
muscle to relax. In-line leg bones support
your body all day so arm bones should
have no trouble resisting the force of the
drawn bow.
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Some factors
to consider are:
size and color of
your aiming retiB) SIGHT PICTURE: When you cle, whether it’s a
aim, eye performance reaches its circle or a dot, the
maximum level. This performance m a g n i f i c a t i o n
level involves placing a front sight power of your
and a peep sight in line between your scope, the diameeye and the target. With these three at ter of your scope
different distances only one can be in or pin sight, the
focus. “Which one?” is the question distance between
you have to deal with and how you the sight and your
answer it can make aiming more or eye, size of the
less difficult.
hole in your peep
My solution has always been to sight, and the hat
use the “circle” aiming reticle for tar- you wear to shade
get shooting. My eye tends to center your eyes. You
the aiming ring with the scoring must experiment PULLING: Pulling arrows with your non-dominant hand and arm
rings or spot on the target allowing with all of these to can build significant strength in a short time. Tighten your abs
and shoulders so you condition more than your arms.
my eye to focus on the target spot. I find what works
can see through the reticle circle to best for you in all light conditions.
archer’s head must be erect and
the target and maintain that focus
Cooler colors like blue, green directly over his spine with the chin
through the release of the arrow and and yellow work better for those who level so that back muscles can be betbeyond.
are far-sighted. After learning this I ter used for back tension and not
At any rate, you need to find the switched my scope aiming ring to used to hold up your head. (See the
reticle that puts your eye at ease while green or yellow with good success. SHOULDERS & HEAD photo at left.)
you’re aiming. Eye tension can lead to Find the color that your customer
On the drawing side of their body
squinting, contorting your face mus- sees best late in the evening after they must have a straight wrist and
cles and eventually to tightening neck sunset; I like the green one. That’s relaxed forearm and upper arm. They
and shoulder muscles. Reduce eye the color they should use for hunt- must carry the draw load of the bow
tension by using the reticle that ing.
with their back muscles not their arm
allows you to relax your eyes and
muscles. The best full-draw position
C) BODY POSITION: Establishing for this is to place their forearm in line
enables you to focus on the target
the proper body position can behind the arrow shaft.
spot.
improve
your
The Core Archery form model
ability to relax that I teach has all of these attributes.
which in turn can With them you can get optimum perimprove
your formance from your body because
steadiness. Use you are using your skeleton to its best
your skeleton to advantage. If you are doing it right
advantage
and you will carry most of the load with
you can relax your bones and allow most of your
more muscle. Get muscle to relax.
relaxed and you’ll
be steadier and
D) PHYSICAL CONDITIONING:
that means you’ll
If your heart is pounding it’s more
aim better.
than a little difficult to calm the
Proper full- whitecap waves in your scope bubble.
draw
position If you’re breathing so hard you can
demands that the barely draw your bow back it’s also
archer has erect difficult to aim so what do you do? My
posture.
That answer is “get in shape” for archery by
means that his or doing a few simple but effective exerher shoulders are cises.
level,
bow arm
WALKING: One of the best activiSHOULDERS & HEAD: Standing erect with your head over your
spine will help you get the most from your aiming. With your skele- extended, elbow ties is walking. Making the time, 30
ton properly positioned – shoulders and chin level - all of your limbs straight and bow minutes, to walk two miles every
will have their maximum leverage, strength and stability.
hand relaxed. The other day is the difficult part. In fact, if
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